Voucher No. 200906114824

______________________________________________________________________________
Name: Jim Bradley
Number of passangers: 10
Phone: 333 457 389
Email: jim.br@yahoo.com
______________________________________________________________________________
Arrival to Prague transfer: Yes
Drive from: Airport (PRG)
Flight / train no.: DK668
Hotel name: Roma
Destination address: U řeky 5
Transfer date: 18.06.2009
Landing / railroad access time: 20:00
City of departure: New York
Child seat: Yes
Child height cm: 121
Requires only Mercedes E: Yes

Departure from Prague transfer: No
Drive to:
Hotel name: 0
Pick up address: 0
Transfer date: 00.00.0000
Pick up time: 0:0
Child seat: No
Child height cm: 0
Requires only Mercedes E: No

Arrival note: Departure note: 0
______________________________________________________________________________
TRANSFER INFORMATION
AIRPORT - After the collection of your luggage, our driver will be waiting for you at the arrival hall 20 minutes before the actual arrival
of your plane. Look for the driver as soon as possible. He will be holding a poster with your name on it. We will be checking the
landing time. Do not leave the hall!
TRAIN STATION- our driver will be waiting for you on the arrival platform. The third waggon behind the locomotive. Look for the
driver as soon as possibe. He will be holding a poster with your name on it. Do not go into the railway station hall!
If you are not able to find the driver or if you have problems with your luggage, please contact us immediatelly on our emergency
telephone number: +420 723 106 116. If your flight or your train was cancelled, please contact us our emergency telephone number:
+420 723 106 116 and we will arrange a different transfer time for your maximum satisfaction.
For your maximum comfort:
You can change your reservation any time on our web site: www.eurodriver.cz - upper menu- reservation.
We wish you a pleasant trip and we look forward to you in Prague.
You Eurodriver team.
The prices are guaranteed in the CZE currency and are dependent on the current exchange rate. Payment takes place in a car with driver.
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